Law is designed to bring justice to the people and to establish good public order. The idea of rule of law construction encouraged fundamental changes to the rule of law itself in accordance with country"s values and interests. This article focuses on what exactly the substance of law and examines how such substance is understood by society. Furthermore, it analyses the application of such substance of law within the society and government organization. It further intends to enable articulating and emphasizing the law and its actual application in "the wholeness" and "helix"
INTRODUCTION
Discussion to reconsider the concept of Indonesia"s law substances, reminiscent of the Satjipto Rahardjo"s idea, in a paper entitled "Rekonstruksi Pemikiran Hukum di Era Reformasi". He has critically explained that law position which oriented to the establishment of a law system is completely capable "to bring justice, to the people". Tanya who stated as follow:
2 "Each of us wander in law concept, we will soon feel and face a permanent crisis. On the one hand, we feel "safe" and "definitive" to face the principles, doctrines, and rules which are clear, rigid, and systematic. However, we will falter immediately when facing the relevance or social significance problems of all the normative arrangement. Is "normative schemes" quite representative to describe the human reality that to be arranged." Substances still needed to be reconceptualized? 
II. LEGAL MATERIALS AND

METHODS
This
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Reality of Indonesian Law
The facts show how the law was exploited to support misleading the power, However, the public trust is inversely related to the fact of court deterioration.
Deterioration of the court against the "nature" of its existence to resolve conflicts.
The court ruling only realizes the truth and the formal procedural fairness, so that substantially will never be realized. Access to justice were supposed to be evenly distributed to all levels of society can not be achieved. Thus, only the elite can enjoy it.
As the implications of these circumstances, the court would be a place for mafia and market of articles.
Nowadays, law has become the most What is the "system approach"?
System approach frames the object of study as "the wholeness" of a system. If the system approach is used to concept the law, logically law also accepted as a system. As a system, the law system has also characters as follow: input, output, and feedback.
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Elegantly, Lawrence M. Friedman affirms:
"Whatever character one assigns to the legal system, it will have features common to every system or process, first, three will be inputs, raw materials which enter at one end of the system. A Court, for example, does not begin to work, unless someone makes the effort to file a complaint and set off a lawsuit. Even earlier, some concrete act has served as a trigger: A policemen arrests a man, a landlord harasses a tenant; a man is defamed by his neighbour, injured by a speeding car, deserted by his wife. Physically, lawsuit begins with pieces of paper, pleading filed in court; without these no trial is possible in our society. What happens next, the court produces an out puts a verdict or decision; sometimes the court hands down a general rule as well. The courts may dicide for the plainitiff, or for the defendant, or reach some compromise. The result is initiative event an output, even if the court simply refuses to hear the case, moreover, the output may be ignored or not, may have a large or a small effect flows back into the system. This process bears the name of feedback. One can speak of feedback more generally to mean the way product or output of a system turn back on and affects the system itself". "Het recht is nu niet eenmaal uitsluited norm of uitsluitend feit: het is beide. Van striped daarbj is het gezichtspunt van het recht bescouwet waarruit men. Maar die zijn niet gezichtspunten willekeur: er moet worden een getracht daarin bepaalde Ordering (eenhieid) te denken. Alle denken is immers op eenheid (algemeenheid) geicht '. (The law is not merely a fact: it is both). What matters to law is the point where people look at that law. However the points of view wa: in it must be cultivated to think of an arrangement (keastuan) specific. All thoughts directed towards unity (generality), doesn"t it?
Reflecting the systemic aspects of the law as a whole: law viewed as a rule system or as a social fact is not disputed, but it"s synergized. Law substance will acquire its normative meaning only from rules followed in behavior that can be seen as empirical data to be presented and explained.
However, optically against and not the most extensive. This thought will be able to centralize law is not just a normative abstraction, but also in its form as the totality of empirical phenomena that exist in social entities. This way, law can be understood in the sense of a dynamic, not static, and not general from the juridical elements. In the reformation era, only conceptual understanding that has the relevance.
Satjipto Rahardjo has proper statement that: The academics and practitioners should discuss together about how the transformation can be carried out carefully. Today already afternoon to bring a legal system that is completely capable "to bring justice to the people".
